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From bestselling author Scarlett St. Clair comes a dark and enthralling reimagining of the Hades and Persephone Greek myth.
"Let me worship you," he said. She remembered the words she had whispered to him in the back of the limo after La Rose. "You
will worship me, and I won't even have to order you." His request felt sinful and devious, and she reveled in it. She answered,
"Yes." Persephone is the Goddess of Spring in title only. Since she was a little girl, flowers have only shriveled at her touch. After
moving to New Athens, she hoped to lead an unassuming life disguised as a mortal journalist. All of that changes when she sits
down in a forbidden nightclub to play a hand of cards with a hypnotic and mysterious stranger. Hades, God of the Dead, has built a
gambling empire in the mortal world and his favorite bets are rumored to be impossible. But nothing has ever intrigued him as
much as the goddess offering him a bargain he can't resist. After her encounter with Hades, Persephone finds herself in a contract
with the God of the Dead, and his terms are impossible: Persephone must create life in the Underworld or lose her freedom
forever. The bet does more than expose Persephone's failure as a goddess, however. As she struggles to sow the seeds of her
freedom, love for the God of the Dead grows—a love that is both captivating and forbidden.
Lists prices for more than 75,000 publishers from 1961 to the present.
SHE'S JOSIE is a collection featuring the early days of the now-iconic Josie before the Pussycats were created. This is presented
in the new higher-end format of Archie Comics Presents, which offers 200+ pages at a value while taking a design cue from
successful all-ages graphic novels. Before she was a part of Josie & the Pussycats, she was just Josie! See how this worldfamous rock star started out -- as an average high school teen! With her BFFs, the ditzy Melody and the quick & witty Pepper,
Josie gets caught up in all sorts of misadventures. Check out this collection and meet her boyfriend Albert, the rotten Cabot twins
Alex & Alexandra and many more!
Happy Trails! Roy Rogers rides again in this deluxe volume presenting the earliest comic book adventures of America’s favorite
western star! Return to the heyday of the West, when Roy Rogers, with his golden palomino Trigger, conquered the American
frontier one thrilling act of daring-do at a time! Pop culture icon, hero to generations of boys and girls, and the straightest-shooting,
fastest-riding cowboy of them all, Roy Rogers left an indelible mark on the American landscape. These classic comics, in a
handsome hardcover edition fit for the "King of the Cowboys" are a perfect way to experience the excitement, humor, and romance
that captivated millions.
Introducing the launch of the second new monthly title spinning out of the SPAWN UNIVERSE, with one of the most popular
characters in the entire SPAWN mythology! This book contains three separate GUNSLINGER stories, each taking a look at his
journey through timeÑfrom the wild, wild west to the 21st century. Will his 200-year-old past come back to haunt him as he
navigates the strange world of 2021? Get ready for the past and present to collide in this new ongoing title!
Includes categorical listings of collectible comic books, arranged by type of comic, with issue titles, current prices, dates, and crossreferences
Written by the ultimate authority on comic book values, this expanded and updated guide lists over 80,000 prices for all
mainstream comic books published in America--from 1901 to the present day. Includes photos, a listing of comic book shops,
marketing tips and publication dates. Illustrated. (Antiques/Collectibles)
As the demand for new and vintage comic books soars, Standard Catalog of' Comic Books delivers an unparalleled volume of comic book
history and up-to-date prices (in US dollars). Now in its 4th edition, this reference features more than 5,000 new issues and over 50,000 new
facts about comic books published in North America in the last 70 years. Each listing provides collectors and dealers with original price, cover
date, creator names, story titles, character appearances, original print runs, sales figures and more. This edition gives enthusiasts something
they won't find in any other comic book guide.
"BURN BABY BURN," Conclusion The smash-hit series from RODNEY BARNES, the writer behind such hit shows as MarvelÕs Runaways
and STARZ's American Gods, and JASON SHAWN ALEXANDER, the artist who redefined SPAWN, reaches its shocking second-arc
conclusion! Jupiter and Abigail have decimated the city of brotherly love, and as their reign of terror reaches its climax, things look bleak for
our heroes. If Philadelphia stands any chance of survival, James Sangster Sr. and son will have to reach out to the one person theyÕd never
ally themselves with, or else no one will survive the night. But will that be enough to save them, or will the casualties continue? Also includes
part six of the horrifying werewolf back-up story "ELYSIUM GARDENS"!
Collectors have trusted the Overstreet name for 45 years, and now Gemstone Publishing's new "How To" series expands further with a trip to
the cinema in The Overstreet Guide To Collecting Movie Posters. From beginner steps in purchasing, displaying, storing and grading your
movie posters, to advanced insight in how to collect by stars, directors, series and genre, and from identifying different standard types of
movie posters to evaluating the stars and film properties with long term mass appeal, the guide book also spotlights great poster artists from
Drew Struzan and Jack Davis to Saul Bass and Robert McGinnis.
Magneto, the mutant master of magnetism -- one of the founders of the mutant nation of Krakoa, a former villain who has never stopped
fighting for the benefit of mutantkind -- stars in the story that will shake Krakoa to its core! A horrific murder. A shocking revelation. And a trial
that will divide the new mutant nation down the middle -- and possibly shatter it forever! Leah Williams and Valerio Schiti bring you an epic
mystery that threatens the Reign of X and upends the world that Magneto has worked so hard to build for his fellow mutants. The truth is
deeply hidden, the danger is far from over, and the trial has begun... COLLECTING: X-Men: The Trial of Magneto (2021) 1-5
No other guide on the market covers the volume of comic book listings and range of eras as Comic Book Checklist & Price Guide does, in an
easy-to-use checklist format. Readers can access listings for 130,000 comics, issued since 1961, complete with names, cover date, creator
information and near-mint pricing. With super-hero art on the cover and collecting details from the experts as America's longest-running
magazine about comics in this book, there is nothing that compares.
The best-selling author of Sandman and the superstar artist of Amazing Spider-Man present a tale that will change the Eternals and the
Marvel Universe forever. Original.
Canada's beloved comic genius tells his own story for the first time. What is Rick Mercer going to do now? That was the question on
everyone's lips when the beloved comedian retired his hugely successful TV show after 15 seasons—and at the peak of its popularity. The
answer came not long after, when he roared back in a new role as stand-up-comedian, playing to sold-out houses wherever he appeared.
And then Covid-19 struck. And his legions of fans began asking again: What is Rick Mercer going to do now? Well, for one thing, he's been
writing a comic masterpiece. For the first time, this most private of public figures has turned the spotlight on himself, in a memoir that's as
revealing as it is hilarious. In riveting anecdotal style, Rick charts his rise from highly unpromising schoolboy ("Rick still owes 15 dollars to the
chocolate bar fundraiser" was one of the less brutal items on a typical report) to heights of TV fame, by way of an amazing break as a
teenager when his one-man show, "Show Me the Button, I'll Push It. Or, Charles Lynch Must Die," became an overnight sensation—thanks in
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part to a bizarre ambush by its target, Charles Lynch himself. That's one story you won't soon forget, and this book is full of them. There's the
tale of how little Rick stole a tree from the neighbours that's set to become a new Christmas classic. There's Rick the aspiring actor—hitting the
road as a new young punk in a vanload of hippies and appearing on stage in Shakespeare—and a wealth of behind-scenes revelations about
This Hour Has 22 Minutes, Made in Canada, Talking to Americans and the coming of the mega-hit Rick Mercer Report. It's a life so packed
with incident and laughter we can only hope that a future answer to "What is Rick Mercer going to do now?" is: "Write volume two."

The earliest adventures of the Flash-police scientist Barry Allen and star of the hit TV series THE FLASH on the CW! These
classic stories from the 1950s tell the origin of the Flash, his discovery of his incredible super-speed, and the introductions of the
first of his "Rogues Gallery" of super-villains-including Captain Cold, Gorilla Grodd and Weather Wizard, the Pied Piper, Mirror
Master and Mr. Element. Also in this volume, witness the debut appearances of fellow heroes Kid Flash and the Elongated Man!
Collects SHOWCASE #4, #8 and #14, and THE FLASH #105-112.
The highly collectible world of lost universes gets a brand-new specially focused edition of The Overstreet Comic Book Price
Guide that also serves as a Photo-Journal of all the books listed. From in-depth looks at the original Milestone and Valiant to
Tower's T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents and Charlton's superheroes, and from Topp's Kirbyverse and the MLJ/Archie heroes to Malibu's
Ultraverse and Marvel's New Universe, this full-color book dives deep into Atlas-Seaboard, Comics Greatest World, Continuity,
Defiant, Future Comics, Triumphant and more. Not only is packed with images and prices, but it also includes creator and collector
interviews and insights.
The Bible of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians marks its Golden Anniversary with The Overstreet Comic Book
Price Guide #50, complete with new prices, new feature articles, new additions to the Overstreet Hall of Fame, new market reports
and more. Find out why the Guide has been trusted for five decades! Spawn/Spider-Man crossover cover by acclaimed artist Todd
McFarlane, recently recognized bythe Guinness Book of World Records!
For the MTV generation which put Beavis and Butt-head's first book on the New York Times bestseller list comes a new
compilation of unique humor. Beavis and Butt-head give us their view of the world from A to Z in their own version of an
encyclopedia--just in time for Christmas. Illustrated.
Lists current prices for comic books and offers advice on collecting, storing, and selling them
One of the most influential comic book artists ever, Jim Steranko, brings his compelling mastery of the art form to the cover of the
book that has been the Bible of serious collectors, dealers and enthusiasts since 1970! Steranko's take on Batman covers the new
prices, new feature articles, new additions to the Overstreet Hall of Fame, market reports and more.
Discover the inner workings of the House of Slaughter in this new horror series exploring the secret history of the Order that forged
Erica Slaughter into the monster hunter she is today. You know Aaron Slaughter as Erica's handler and rival. But before he
donned the black mask, Aaron was a teenager training within the House of Slaughter. Surviving within the school is tough enough,
but it gets even more complicated when Aaron falls for a mysterious boy destined to be his competition.
Batman and Ghost-Maker go toe-to-toe to decide which of them will remain Gotham City’s hero. The city is changing faster than
ever in the aftermath of “The Joker War,” and with this change comes increasing dangers as Gotham’s citizens demand that
Punchline be released from prison! Plus, Harley Quinn faces certain death at the hands of Clownhunter!
Since 1970, only one comic book price guide has been dubbed "the Bible" for casual and die-hard collectors alike. While others
have come and gone, The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide has maintained its stature as the premiere reference source for the
hobby, covering more than a century of comic book history. The essential tool for collectors and investors, the Guide is highly
regarded for its well-researched pricing, in-depth historical information, and incomparable insights into the marketplace. If you
have a comic book collection or are thinking about starting one, you simply can't do without this book! This 30th Anniversary
Edition Includes: The most complete record of existing comic books from the 1800s to the present Redesigned feature sections for
greater clarity and easy reference Market reports by Robert M. overstreet and the Overstreet advisors network Exclusive feature
articles on the origin and history of EC Comics, now celebrating the 50th anniversary of the "New Trend" titles, including interviews
with Overstreet cover artists Al Feldstein and Al Williamson! Exclusive 30th anniversary feature looking back at the birth of a comic
book fan, the first-ever article written for the Guide by Robert M. Overstreet himself! Up-to-date directory of comic book fan wbsites
Tips about collecting, grading and caring for your comics All-new additions to Overstreet Hall of Fame, key sales lists, and
exhaustive indices And much, much more!
Canteen Kate Vol. 1 No.1 June 1952 by St. John Publications with Matt Baker drawings. Canteen Kate served in the Marines
(although she never really did any work) and was usually seen scheming and disguising herself in order to spend more time with
her boyfriend, Al, who was enlisted. Her stories were a combination of romance, slapstick humor, and crime solving. This edition is
a republishing of Canteen Kate Volume 1 Number 1 first published in June 1952 by St. John Publications.
Lists current prices for comic books and offers advice on collecting, storing, and selling them.
Earth's prehistoric past flourishes in a lost valley where two young Native Americans, Turok and Andar, have become trapped.
While they struggle to survive among the honkers (dinosaurs) and prehistoric human residents, they hold on to the hope that one
day they will discover a way out of the valley and be reunited with their tribe. * In early 2008, a seventy-minute animated DVD titled
Turok, Son of Stone was released by Classic Media. * This volume collects Turok: Son of Stone #7-#12.
"Comics from the 1500s-present included, fully illustrated catalogue & evaluation guide" -- Title page.
As The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide kicks off its sixth decade, the Bible of serious comic book collectors, dealers and
historians returns with its 51st edition. In addition to the latest prices, the Guide will feature an extensive array of market reports
that break down the marketplace's incredible boom during COVID-19! We take a look at Dick Tracy's 90th anniversary, how
disabilities have been portrayed in comics, the latest inductees for The Overstreet Hall of Fame, and more. Static/Hardware cover
by Denys Cowan & Bill Sienkiewicz.

Jonathan Kent now dons his father’s cape, but can he be Superman and still have a normal life? It’s tough in this
modern world. Danger is everywhere. The new Superman learns this the hard way on his first day of college, and a
deadly attack forces Jon to step from the shadows and into the spotlight-where his identity is exposed to the Truth, an
activist news machine ready to upset everything. But first, the son still has some things to learn from his father-and a few
cool toys to inherit. Ask yourself, what would you do with your very own Fortress of Solitude? This all-new chapter in the
legacy of Man of Steel has only just begun to reveal its surprises!
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Celebrate the landmark 50th anniversary of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide with this special facsimile edition of
the famous, rare blue cover 1971 edition, the second printing of the first Guide from 1971, complete with minor
corrections and additional vintage advertisements. How different were things back then? Action Comics #1, now worth
more than $3 million, was the most expensive listed comic in 1971 for just $300! And that's just one example!
“The best memoir I've ever read.” —Oprah Winfrey “Will Smith isn't holding back in his bravely inspiring new memoir . . .
An ultimately heartwarming read, Will provides a humane glimpse of the man behind the actor, producer and musician,
as he bares all his insecurities and trauma.” —USA Today One of the most dynamic and globally recognized
entertainment forces of our time opens up fully about his life, in a brave and inspiring book that traces his learning curve
to a place where outer success, inner happiness, and human connection are aligned. Along the way, Will tells the story in
full of one of the most amazing rides through the worlds of music and film that anyone has ever had. Will Smith’s
transformation from a West Philadelphia kid to one of the biggest rap stars of his era, and then one of the biggest movie
stars in Hollywood history, is an epic tale—but it’s only half the story. Will Smith thought, with good reason, that he had
won at life: not only was his own success unparalleled, his whole family was at the pinnacle of the entertainment world.
Only they didn't see it that way: they felt more like star performers in his circus, a seven-days-a-week job they hadn't
signed up for. It turned out Will Smith's education wasn't nearly over. This memoir is the product of a profound journey of
self-knowledge, a reckoning with all that your will can get you and all that it can leave behind. Written with the help of
Mark Manson, author of the multi-million-copy bestseller The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck, Will is the story of how one
person mastered his own emotions, written in a way that can help everyone else do the same. Few of us will know the
pressure of performing on the world's biggest stages for the highest of stakes, but we can all understand that the fuel that
works for one stage of our journey might have to be changed if we want to make it all the way home. The combination of
genuine wisdom of universal value and a life story that is preposterously entertaining, even astonishing, puts Will the
book, like its author, in a category by itself.
Collecting X-Men: Grand Design - Second Genesis #1-2. The sequel to the critical smash hit X-MEN: GRAND DESIGN is
here — and it’s all-new and all-different! Witness Wolverine, Storm, Colossus, Nightcrawler, Sunfire and Thunderbird
suiting up as X-Men for the very first time — all over again! Plus: The return of Banshee! The arrival of the Shi’ar! The
Brood! The Starjammers! Watch as Marvel’s merry mutants take to the stars. See the first X-Men adventures of Kitty
Pryde and Carol Danvers. And marvel at the grandeur and glory of the now-classic Dark Phoenix Saga! All through the
lens of indie auteur Ed Piskor — who lovingly researches, writes, pencils, inks, colors and letters every page just for you!
This volume also includes an issue of Giant-Size X-Men and pinups by Arthur Adams, Todd McFarlane, Jim Lee and Joe
Madureira masterfully recolored by Ed. Presented in the same dynamic, oversized format of the best-selling Hip Hop
Family Tree (9” x 13”).
The 50-year history of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide is documented and celebrated in this lush history of book
collectors and dealers alike have called "The Bible" of the comic book industry. Veteran collectors, historians, dealers,
and Bob Overstreet himself detail the story of the Guide's early days and its importance to the vibrant comic book market
that exists today. Includes vintage concept art, ad materials, a cover gallery spanning five decades, the complete
Overstreet Hall of Fame, and more.
From storm-battered castles to secret laboratories, the golden age supernatural anthology Adventures into the Unknown!
had every spooky setting audiences could desire! Eminent illustrators Ogden Whitney, Bob Lubbers, John Celardo, Lin
Streeter, and others deliver some classic pre-Code horror stories. Collecting issues #9-#12, this deluxe hardcover also
includes an introductory essay by Michael T. Gilbert.
A story over a year in the making and set into motion with Infinite Frontier #0, Fear State begins! Batman played into the
hands of the Scarecrow, who has unleashed a coordinated attack on Gotham City through his manipulation of Simon
Saint and Peacekeeper-01! But there are other forces at work with the emergence of an Anti-Oracle spreading fake news
across all channels and inciting terror and violence on the streets of Gotham! Backup: Clownhunter has turned down help
from Batman, Leslie Thompkins, the Red Hood, and everyone else who has offered it to him, thinking that he can handle
being a vigilante on the streets of Gotham City by himself. But when he takes a shot at fighting the Scarecrow one-onone, he’ll learn very quickly how much in this city he’s not ready for yet. NEW HERO - PEACEKEEPER X!
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